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ABSTRACT.-This paper analyzes 106 known plant names of Snchflsllumshtsn
(Coeur d'Alene), a Salishan language of Iiorth\\l"estem North America whose ethnobotany has not been previously described, Grammatical analysis of plant names

reveals semantic motivations, the structure of classification, and the position of
Snchitsu'umshtsn among Salishan languages. A five-level botanical taxonomy COfrelates only partially with the levels defined by Berlin (1992) and Brown (1984).
The morphological structure of plant names shm'i,!s that dassification is only part
of the motivation for their construction. Many describe appearances and other
sensory qualities that facilitate identification. Utilitarian concerns play a role, but
not the dominant one, Snchftsu'umshtsn names are compared to those of other
Interior and Coast Salish languages. A dine of decreasing cognate frequencies
appears as one moves from Snchitsu'umshtsn in the east to the Coast Salish languages in the west. The 16 terms with cognates in at least six of the seven lan~
guages include names for eight trees (induding six conifers), three berry bushes,
one edible bulb and nyo edible taproots, Reasons for this distribution are dis
cussed. 'Ve include a listing of plant terms with Salishan cognates, tables describing the morphological analysis of tenns, and a table of cognate inddence in Salishan languages.
R
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RESUMEN.~Este trabajo analiza 106 nombres de plantas en Sndlltsu'umshtsn
(Coeur d'Alene), una lengua Salish del noroeste de Norteamerica cuya etnobotaniea no ha sido descrita, El analisis gramatical de los nombres de plantas revela
los temas semanticos, 1a estructura de la clasificaci6n, y la posicion de Snchitsu'umshtsn entre las lenguils Salish. La taxonomfa botanica, en dnco niveles, se
correlaciona 50610 parcialmente con los niveles definidos por Berlin (1992) y Bro\'vn
(1984). La estructura morfol6gica de los nombres de las plantas muestra que la
clasificaci6n es 5610 parte del motivo para Btl construccion. :r".·luchos nombres describen la apariencia y otras cualidades sensoriales que pueden facilitar Ia identificadon. Los conceptos refereores a 13 utilidad desempenan un papel, pero no es
el dominante, Los nombres Snchitsu'umshL<;,n 5e comparan a los de olTOS idiomas
de los grupos Salish del Interior y Salish de la Costa. EI numero de nombres
semejantes decrece a medida que crece la distancia desde el Snchit5u'umshtsn, en
el estc, hada las lenguas de la Costa en el oeste. Los 16 tenninos que tiEmen
palabras seme-jante:; en al menos seis de las siete de las lenguas Salish comprenden
los nombres de ocho arboles (entre enos seis coniferas), tres arbustos con bayas,
un bulbo comestible y dos rakes comestibles, EI trabajo discute las razones de
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esta distribudon, Incluimos una Hsta de tenninos sobre plantas relacionadrn:. con
terminos semejantes en otras lenguas Salish, las tablas que describen el anaUsis
morfologico de los terminos, y Ulla tabla de la inddencia de semejanza entre
terminos en los dialectos SaHsh.
Rt:SUME.-Cet article analyse 100 noms de plantes Snchitsu'umshtsn (Coeur

d'Alene), une langue SaJishan du nord-ouest de l'Amerique du Nord dOll! l'ethnobotanie n'a pas encore ete etudiee. l.'analyse grammaticale des noms de plantes
reveJe 1es nuances semantiques, la structure de la classification et 1<'1 position du
Snchitsu'umshtsn au sein des langues Salish. Une taxonomic botanique a cinq
niveaux ne correspond que partieHcffient aux niveaux definis par Berlin (1992) et
Brown (1984), La structure morphoJogique des noms de pJanles indique que cdte
classification n'explique quien partie leur construction. Beaucoup de noms d&ri·vent l'asped et autre::;. quaUtes sen.sorielles qui fadJitent l'identification. Les considerations utilitaires jouent un rOle, mois eHes ne sout pas detenninantes. Cet
article compare lcs noms Snchitsu'umshtsn a (eux d'autres longues Galishan de
l'interieur et de 113 cote. Un dine ou la frequenee des cognates diminue apparaH
quand on passe des Snchitsu'umshtsn a l'est aux langues Salis-han de la cote ouest.
Les 16 termes avec cognates qu'on trou'l€' dans au mains six des sept langues
comprennent Ies noms des plantes suivantes: huH arbres (y compris six coniferes),
trois arbustes a petits fnlits~ un buJbe (omestibie~ et deux racines pivotantes comestibles. Cet article examine Ies raisons de cette repartition. Sont egalement inclus dans cet article: une llste des noms de plantes fr..'ec les cognates Salishan. des
tableaux de l'analyse morphologique des mots, et tin tableau de !'incidence des
cognates dans les fangues SaHshan.
j

INTRODUCTION
Previous researchers studying the eIhnobotany of the Salishan languages of
northwestern North America have used plant names to understand botanical classification, grammatical conyen lions of naming, and relationships among cognate
languages. No previous studies have focused on the plant names or the ethnebotany of Snchltsu'umshtsnJ (Coeur d'Alene), a language of the Interior Salish
division of Salishan (Figure 1). This paper analyzes the grammar of plant names
in Snchitsu'umshtsn. The grammatical analysis reveals new inforllliltion on botanical classification and the relationship of this language to other Salishan languages. The analysis includes 106 names for plants at the genus and species level
(Appendix 1). A few of these terms have not yet been correlated to taxa identified
in English. A few terms for higher-level categories are also included, revealing a
botanical taxonomy with five levels which correlate only partially with the ranks
defined by Berlin (1992) and Brown (1984).
lbough we describe the Snchitsu'umshtsn taxonomy, the emphasis in our
analysis is not on discovering taxonomic principles, but rather on describing and
analyzing the linguistic structure of plant names. We find that when a plant name
has internal morphological structure, this often reflects perceptions of the plant
that are specific to the language and culture, Our findings suggest that classification is only part of the motivation for the construction of plant names and that
another important motivation is the description of appearances and other sensory
qualities that are salient or that enable plants to be readily identified, Some plants
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FIGURE L-Interior Salish speech community territories ca. 1850, prlndpally after Elmendorf (1965).

are named in more than one way according to which structural part (leaves,
trunk,
is most salient at the time of speaking. Utilitarian CLmcerns playa role
in plant naming, but not the dominant one, We find that many terms have lost
linguistic structure and original me('mings have become partially or totally (lbs<:ured. This is the case with nearly half (47) of the terms. We also record six
names borrowed from English
French.
discuss our findings in relation to
comparable data from other Interior and Coast SaJishan languages and we describe the dine of decreasing cognate frequences in plant names as one mOves
from SI«..l1itsu'umshtsn in the east to the Coast Salishan languages in the west.

' 'Ie

Theoretical ApproocfJes, -There are
perspectives from which one can analyze
a language's botanical terminology, or more specifically, its names for plants. One
approach is to look for universal hierarchies of categorization, called taxonomies.
I'or example, Brown (1984:1) .vrote, "For speakers of American English, white
oaks, pin oaks; and post oaks are kinds of oak; oaks, walnuts, and maples are
kinds of trees; and
vines, and bushes are kinds of plants. Such a
of
biological taxaoomy" [italics in origina11, Berlin
inclusive relationships forms a
(1992) proposed a taxonomic framework of ranks, starting "'ith the most inclusive
category "kingdom" and des<:ending through lillie-form," "intermediate," "generic," "specific." and "varietal," but he noted that strictly taxonomic presentations of ethnobiological material have been questioned, first by Bright and Bright
(1969) and later by others
1986; flunn
Randall 1976).
shift of
empha<;is away from taxonomy received further support from Turner (1987,1989).
A second approach is to investigate what the naming of plants reveals about
ethnically distinctive classifications of the botanical world. For example, Bright
and Bright (1969) found that many plant names of two northwestern California
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tribes-Yurok and Smith River-do not necessarily fall into any hierardlY. Instead, consultants often identified a plant as being "like sud1-and-sud1." They
also reported that "where generic terms exist, they may also rekr to a specific
member of the class.... Thus Yurok tepa' refers to 'fir tree' or 'tree' in general"
(1969:70). They concluded that "the aboriginal taxonomies of northwestern California can be represented more faithfully by a kind of 'sphere of influence'
model," a conclusion echoed by Hunn (1985). Thus, one of the problems considered in this paper is the extent to which the structure of plant names reveals
taxonomic categorization as opposed to other types, such as the identification of
family resemblances, or functional (metonymic) relationships among plants. A
second problem is to determine whether the structure of plant names is in fact
intended to categorize by relating one kind to another, or simply to describe
salient perceptual characteristics of plants.
Alternatively, plant names may be studied from a historical perspective in
which cognates in neighboring languages are taken as evidence for common origins, borrowing, or language change. For example, Fowler (1972:109) found that
plant names provided "ecological clues to early homeland situations." Examining
plant name cognates among northern Uto-Aztecan languages, including those of
the Nmnic, Tiibatulabalic, Takic, and Hopic groups, she was able to conclude that
their ancestors must have lived in a territory that was diverse in elevation and
probably in or near desert zones. Based on the distribution of pinyon, prickly
pear, ephedra, chia, Iycium and cholla, as well as various animals, she could place
the homeland area in the Sierra Nevada motu1tain range south of 36 30' north
latitude. Hinton (1994:87-90) followed a similar approach in her investigation into
the origins of the Wintun people in Northern California. The areal ethnohistory
approach using cognate distributions requires the examination of tenns in all the
members of a group of related languages together with data on the distributions
of the named plants and animals. In this study we simply compare frequencies
of cognate forms in other Salishan languages to determine closeness of relationship to Snchitsu'umshtsn.
Yet another approach to the study of plant nomenclatures examines their appearance in other domains of cuHure. For example, plant names may be used in
the names of mythical persons, as in the Snchitsu'umshtsn story about Ylmfkhwm
Asp'ukhwenid\elt 'Chief Child of the Root: who taught each of the animals how
to live. The name of the mythical actor is composed of ylmfx"m 'chief' and
a-sYp'exwenc-ilt 'd1ild of desert parsley (Lamatium macrocarpum)' «ART-desert.pars1ey-offspring). In Snchftsu'umshtsn, mythical connections to plant names
0

are uncommon.

Plant Names in Salishan umguages.-Comprehensive records of Salishan plant
names are generally found in etlmobotanical studies, which usually include a
great deal of associated cultural information on uses and cultural values of plants
in addition to their Salishan names. Ethnobotanical studies of Salishan peoples
are too numerous to review comprehenSively here, so we will limit our survey to
findings that are most pertinent to the present study of the linguistic structure
and ethnic connections of Snchitsu'umshtsn plant names. The semantic implica-
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hons of plant terms of Interior Salish languages are discussed in more detail in
Palmer (1998b).
Turner (1974) found that in StI'atl'imx (Lillooet), 52% of 137 plant names
contained the suffix -8Z' or a fann of the borrowed suffix -Ihp (~ -alp, -e1p). She
then argued that the distribution of the suffix demonstrated "the aboriginal ex·
istence of a definite category for at least 'vascular plants' (1974:31). Turner (1987;
60) conduded, "It is notable that the names including this suffIx pertain to a broad
range of plants-mostly trees and shrubs, bnt also denoting some low herbaceous
plants such as pine grass ["timbergrass"J and wild strawberry:' There are a nnrnber of suffixes like this in Salishan languages, for example, Secwepemc -ulex"'
-elexw 'on the ground' and -alequo 'log, tree, windfall, stick, branch', both of which
have cognates in Snchltsu'umshtsn and neighboring languages. Typically, the suffix marks off a taxonomic class, but it is never realized as an independent superordinate term for the set of terms using the suffix, though a few such suffixes,
such as Secwepemc -usa? 'berry' may be realized as independent terms (Palmer
1998b;353). Palmer (1998b;354-355) has summarized some of Turner's findinb'S
thal are pertinent to this study:
N

For Fraser River Lillooet, Turner (1974) identified eight "life-form" categories, plus "other." The eight life forms are "trees" (divided into "with
leaves'" and '''evergreens''), ''berries,'' "flowers,," "grasses" (and grass-like
plants), "n1osses/' "mushrooms and fungi," rJweeds o "roots (and underground parts, including poisonous types)." Of these, there are general
f

terms for trees., evergreens, berries, £lmvers, grasses, mosses, and weeds.
Trees "with leaves and IIroots .. ,n are unnamed.
lf

In the same paper, Palmer (1998b) concluded that Berlin's (1992) hierarchical
framework of "kingdom," Jllife-form," "intermediate," "'generic," "'specific," and
"varietal" categories was not well-suited for describing the Secwepemc (Shuswap)
plant nomenclature. Turner (1987:55) also noted discrepancies between Berlin's
framework and the plant categories of Nlaka'pamux2 (Thompson) and Sll'atl'imx
(Lillooe!). S;milarly, she concluded that Brown (1984) ,vas wrong in considering
"vine" to be one of the five universal life forms, as the category has low salience
in Nlaka'pamux and does not appear to exist at all in Stl'atl'imx (Turner 1987:
74-75).
Concerning the internal morphological structure of plant names, Turner
(1974;54) observed, "'The majority of generic plant names in Baida, Bella Coda
(Nuxalkmc), and Lillooet (Stl'atl'irnx) can be anaJysed into component semantic
units haVing meanings independent of their connotations as plant names or portions of plant names."' She compared such terms to the "unitary complex lcxemes" of Conklin (1969), exemplified in the English term 'Jack-in-the-pulpit: Berlin et a1. (1973) referred to such terms as "analyzable primary lexemes:' Turner
pointed out that "analysis of these generic names can give insights into the origin
of the tenns, the economic lmportance and innate characteristics of the plants
themselves, and even some cultural traits of the group in which the names originated:' Palm€r (1998b:353) noted that Salishan plant nomendatures have a structure in which some taxonomic sets are dominated by a substantive suffix that
never stands independently to designate the set. Palmer and NicoclemlLs (1985:
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343) proposed that terms using these classificatory suffixes be called "composite
specific lexemes." They may be seen as a subtype of Conklin's "composite lexerne."

Salish terms of this type function much like Conklin's composite lexemes.'"
Por example, t'tidaJalq" 'white pine', from t'ede? 'canoe' + -aiqw 'tree/shrub, pole,
log' could be regarded as structurally parallel to English 'tulip tree' or 'black
oak', "in that the name is composed of a superordinate category 'name' modified
by a delimiting attributive." That is, the suffix -alqw would be regarded as modified by the root I'ede? The reviewer may be correct, but it is difficult to know
exactly how to interpret such terms. The term t'tlda7alqu< might alternatively be
read metonymically as 'canoe log' rather than taxonomically as 'canoe tree.' It
seems best to avoid conduding that Salish plant names function taxonomically in
exactly the same marmer as those of English. Gross similarities in lexical morphology, and of the binomials in particular, may be misleading. Perhaps it is such
a misreading of the communicative function of plant terms that leads ethnobotanists to posit "multiple life-form assignment" and "taxonomic anomalies," as
discussed by Hunn (1998), who observed of Mixtepec Zapotec that "generic plant
categories may bear alternative life-form prefixes or, quite commonly, multiple
life-form prefixes, Le., two or three such prefixes one before the other." For a
parallel in Snchitsu'urnshtsn, we need only look at the morph~logical analyses or
terms (7a) Ymaram-a!p-alq"' 'medicine-plant-tree' and (7b) s+V marlm-Ip-ect ':"OMatlached-medicine-plant-whole.hand~branch'
(see Appendix). Rather than compound life-form prefixes as in Mixtepec Zapotec, here we have compound suffixes. but the function may be the same, and that function is not necessarily taxonomic in the sense of distinguishing one species or genus from others belonging
to a different life-form category.
Turner, Ignace and Compton examined the distribution of Secwepemc names
for trees, looking for cognate forms in order to draw conclusions about historical
linguistic connections. They found "a greater affinity in terms of shared cognates
among Secwepemc and their Interior Salish neighbors to the south and east (Okanagan, Flathead, Moses-Columbian, and Coeur d'Alene" (Turner et al. 1998;395).
SU'aU'imx (Lillooet) and Nlaka'pamux (Thompson) were more dosely affiliated
with each other and both were more similar to the Coast Salish in their treenaming.
U

SNcHiTSU'UMSHTSN
Snchltsu'umshtsn is one of seven languages or the Interior Salish division.
The others are Stl'atl'imx (Lillooet), Nlaka'pamux (Thompsou), Secwepemc (Shuswap), Nsilxtsin (Okanagan-Colville), Nxa?amxcin (Columbian), and Kalispel.
Snchitsuumshtsn shares 55% of its total vocabulary with its closest Salishan
neighbor, KaJispel, which includes Spokane, KaJispel, and Flathead dialects. Snchltsuumshtsn may have branched off eastward from other Interior Salish languages
sometime between 2500 B.C. and A.D. 1 (Elmendorf 1965; Suttles and Elmendorf
1963). The Sd'ltsu'umsh people were later flanked on the north and east by peoples speaking dialects of Kalispel. In general one finds the most cognate plant
terms among the dosest neighbors.
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The territory occupied by the Schftst{umsh in late prehistoric and early hbtorie times extended over the drainage and headwaters of the Spokane River, with
three clusters of permanent winter villages at Spokane River-Coeur d'Alene Lake,
the Coeur d'Alene River, and the Saint Joe River, respectively. This territory contained rolling palouse prairie in the west, foothills, mountains, and va lleys in the
east These features varied in altitude from sea level to 2000 m, creating an environment of exceptional diversity. Palmer (1998a:313) summarized some of the
significant features of the botanical environment:
In aboriginal times, the eastern palouse prairie was dominated by
Idaho fescue and by blue bunch wheatgrass.... Chokecherry thickets surrounded by thickets of snowberry and wild rose provided cover and forage for white-tailed deer.... The steppe vegetation of the fescue-snowberry zone maintains one-third of its maximum growth throughout the
winter. Some of this growth would have occurred in roots and forbs utiHtized by the Indians in the spring and early summer.
On the edge of the prairie, open stands of ponderosa pine provide
patches of grazing land for black-tailed deer. In the foofhills, the valleys
of the Coeur d'Alene, Saint Joe, Saint Maries, Benewah, and Palouse send
tongues of grassy camas meadows up to the foot of the Rockies themselves. These small meadows were favorite camping and root-digging
grounds for parties on their way to hunt and fish in the mountains. Along
creeks and rivers grow cottonwoods, chokecherries, hawthorns, nodding
onions, and cow parsnips.
This is the environment in which the Schltsuumsh foraged for perhaps 100
generations or more, eating the useful roots, berries, seeds, lichen, mushrooms,
and cambium, using woods and fibers for building materials and tools, learning
to avoid plants that were toxic or thorny, and appreciating those offering beautiful
and interesting sensory qualities. They developed a botanical nomenclature that
may once have included two or three hundred names.
Owing to a history of language loss that began well over 100 years ago, the
106 traditional Snchitsu'umshtsn names in this list are surely but a sample of all
the plant names that once belonged to the language.' This seems likely because
larger samples have been obtained from neighboring peoples,' For example, between 1971 and 1973, Palmer (1975) recorded over 150 plant names of the Secwepeme. At about the same time, Turner recorded over 260 Nlaka'pamux plant
names (Turner et at 1990). These numbers suggest that the botanical vocabulary
of the Schitsuumsh (and the Secwepemc) was larger in aboriginal times, probably
comparable to that of the recorded Nlaka'pamllx lexicon.
111e first recorded contact with Europeans occurred in 1806 when three Schitsu'umsh were encountered by Lewis and Clark. Trading posts were established
nearby in 1809 (Kullyspell House) and 1810 (Spokane House) (Frey 2(01). Employees of the Hudson's Bay Company established farms in the Northwest by
1830, and by 1842 Schltsuumsh were cultivating a superior strain of potatoes in
the fertile soil of the Spokane Valley (Geyer 1846; Thwailes 1906:365-367), The
first Catholic mission to the Schftsu'umsh was established by Father Nicolas Point
in 1842. Some Indian families who resided on the mission grounds allowed their
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children to be boarded at the mission and trained in practical farming skills by
the Catholic priests (Palmer 1998a, 2001). Time spent living and working at the
mission would have deprived the children of opportunities to learn Snchitsu'umshtsn terms for native plants in the course of traditional hunting and gathering, and it would have introduced them to French and English terms for European domesticated plants.
The largest loss of language and botanical terms probably occurred after 1876,
when the Schitsu'umsh S€Wed on farms in the southern part of their aboriginal
territory. In 1878 their children began to attend the mission boarding school at
DeSmet, where speaking Snchftsu'umshtsn was prohibited and a massive loss of
language ensued (Frey 2001; Palmer 2001). Today, only a very small number of
tribal members still speak the aboriginal language fluently. Given this long history of contact with the overwhelming political and cultural forces of Euroamerican society, we are lucky that the remaining sample of Snchitstfumshtsn plant
names and botanical knowledge is so substantial.
METHODS AND SOURCES
Sources.-Those data that are previously unpublished were collected by the first
author over the course of dozens of visits to the Coeur d'Alene reservatkm and
Spokane, Washington, during the years 1978 to 1983. The purpoS€ of the research
was to study the ethnohistory of the Schftsu'umsh and to produce native language
instructional materials. Due to the importance of native plants to historical and
contemporary tribal members, ethnobotanical information frequently surfaced in
the interviews and casual encounters. All of the consultants, with the exception
of one non-Indian person who grew up in a Schftsu'umsh household, were native
speakers of Snchftsu'umshtsn, or of Spokane or Kalispel dialects of Kalispel. A
total of 15 persons were interviewed. Of these, 14 were knowledgeable tribal elders. Of these elders, ten were etlmically Schftstfumsh, three were Spokane, and
one was Kalispel. Several consultants are now deceased.
Some Spokane materials are included in this paper. vVhile the focus of this
study was Schftsu'umsh ethnohistory, interviews and informal discussions often
took place in mixed groups of Snchilsu'umshtsn and Spokane speakers and some
persons are of mixed ancestry. Furthermore, Schflsu'umsh and Spokanes have
probably always had some knowledge of one another's languages and cultures,
so it seems best not to try to separate Schftstfumsh and Spokane ethnobotany
too rigidly.
Full sources for each term are listed in "Ethnobotany of the Schftsu'umsh
(Coeur d'Alene)," an unpublished paper by the authors. Documentation for Coeur
d'AI€'ne includes Nicodemus (1975a, 1975b), Reid-lard (1938, 1939), and Teit (1930).
Cognates were drawn primarily from Boas (1890, 1925), Carlson and Flett (1989),
Gibbs (1877), Giorda (1879), Kuipers (1975, 1983), Mattina (1987), Nater (1977,
1990), Palmer (1975), Thompson and Thompson (1996), various publications of
Nancy J. Turner and associates, but especially Turner et at (1980), Turner et al.
(1983), Turner et a1. (1990), and from VOg! (1940) and the following unpublished
papers in possession of M. Dalf: Kinkade:
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Jan van Eijk. 1978. Lillooet Stem List.
Tilly George. n.d, Classified Word List for the B.C Indian Languages,
M. Dale Kinkade, 1964-199(1. Columbian field notes,
--.1987-91. Thompson dass notes.
Larry Pierre and Martin Louie, 1973, Classified Word List for the Okanagan Language.
Sarah G. Thomason. 1990. Salish Dictionary,

Etymologies and Morphological Analyses.-Etymologies and morphological analyses
are often problematic, An apparently obvious analysis of a root or substantive
suffix may be etymologically invalid as revealed when a term is compared to its
cognates in other languages. One can have confidence in a gloss when it is attested by native speakers. One can have confidence in an etymology only when
the glossed meaning is attested by native speakers and the analysis is also supported by comparative evidence. Etymological and interpretive guesses are
marked with a preceding question mark in Appendix 1. Guesses are generally
made only where some known characteristic of the plant fits the interpretation of
the root. Where one can have little confidence in an analysis of the linguistic root,
a question mark appears in the morphological analysis. Full sources and reasons
for analyses are presented in Palmer et aL (n,d.).
LlNGillSTIC 1vtORPHOLOGY OF SNCH1rsU'UMSHTSN PLANT NAMES

We have divided the terms into simple and complex terms, The iormer category, which is by far the most numerous, refers to a kind of term that we designate simple lexemes. The set of "simple lexemes" intersects ,vith the set defined
by the previously discussed taxonomic notion of !:he "composite specific lexeme,"
for reasons that will be illustrated in the subsection on suffixes, The latter includes
both complex leurnes and terms that are actually phrases, These categories will be
defined more precisely below,

Simple Lexemes.-Simple lexemes comprise the vast majority of terms. By "simple
lexeme" is meant a term that can be analyzed as a linguistic root plus, optionally,
one or more prefixes and substantive suffixes, The designation excludes compound terms, complex verbal predications (even if they are single lexemes), and
terms consisting of multiple words, A morphological analysis of 106 of the known
plant terms in Snchitsu'umshtsn can be found in AppendiX 1. The vast majority
of terms, 97 of them, are simple lexemes by our definition, The term "simple
lexeme" might be a bit misleading, because it includes not only terms such as (22)
!!fqhwe' 'edible blue camas', which is unanalyzable, but also terms that may have
a number of prefixes and suffixes, such as (7b) stmarimlpecht 'subalpine fir (andl
or grand fir)', which has the morphological structure shown below (phonetic spelling):

sNOM-

tmarlm
-<>Ip -eet
attached medicine plant whole,hand~branch

This term also illustrates the difficulty of deciding what to count as a plant
name. l"rm (7b) actually refers to the branches of the tree that has the morpho-
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4?.............................................
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otlier , "
augmentative

6
4

3

-us 'face, eye' ,.""".,_,.,

Reduplication'

1
1

19
10
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The vow'el is lO',w;;ted hefore uvulars and pharyngeals.
The following suffixes occurred once each: ~a, -ao;fq 'v.dld crop', -a:;;n 'arm', -r'el '::;kh covering', ~dt
'arm, hand, branch', --elp (1), ·t:ips ;throat, mane', --en!! 'belly, bank, -itkveJ 'in "vater', -i'lf 'source of',
~iW3S 'waist, b0tw'eon', -rt NOM, -p INCH, -tL -ums 'peopl€', -us 'fire',
~ Augmentative rtc'duplkntion copk"S the linguistic root or its first three segments. The semantics of
the augmentative include "DlSTJ{IBUTJVE, PLURAL, and CHARflCTERISTIC" (Doak 1997:29). Intensifying
n'duplication copies only the first two segments of the root It "implies an intensified condition" (1997:
28).
b

logical analysis listed in (7a) Vmarim-alp-alqw 'subalpine fir (and/or grand fir)',
with which it shares the linguistic root and a suffix (marlm·alp). Tenns such as
(7b), which refer to plant parts or to imporlant products of the plant, are often
given by consultants as the name of the plant. In this instance, because the terms
are related linguistically, they are counled as one, but analyses of both are presented in Appendix 1 and all affixes are listed in Table l.
Linguistic roots. All the terms called simple lexemes must have a linguistic
root Qr stem" but in 28 cases the meaning of the root or stem is unknown or not
well substantiated.' The transcriptions of terms found in Teit (1930) often lacked
the nt>Cessary precision for analysis. For 42 terms, the only meaning of the linguistic
root is the conceptualization of the plant to which the term refers (Table 2).
For 29 terms (simple lexemes only) the meaning of the linguistic root is different from the referent plant itself (Table 3). Terms of this type with roots having
meanings such as 'rustle', 'barb', and 'medicine' can be termed descriptive. Of the
descriptive roots, the largest category (8 terms) is that referring to color or light.
The senses indude 'white', 'blue', 'pink' (2 terms), 'glow' (2 terms), 'dark', and
'paint', Other senses include those of change or motion ('grow', 'revolve', 'rustle),
use ('medicine', 'good', 'gather', 'painr, 'canoe), taste, smell, and texture ('sweet',
'rotten', 'foam'), danger ('barb', 'thorn', 'hurt'), plants or plant parts ('grass', 'leaf',
'barb', 'thorn), and death ('ghost', 'corpse'). Senses of the remaining terms include
'straight' and 'wrap string'. Thus, it appears that utililarian aspects of plants do
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TABLE 2.-Mcanings of linguistic roots as referent plant (simple lexemes only).'
4

65

5
10
13
14
16

69
70

pea
wild gooseberry
mock orange
serviceberry
oceanspray
apples
plum
bitter cherry
chokecherry
peach
wild rose
wild rose
wild rose
"'ild raspberry
blackcap
cottonwood
willow
willow
wild tobacco
potato
black bir<h

77
81
82
83
84
85

18

21
22
24

86

26
2B
32

88a
88b

89
90

36

38

91

39

96
99
100
101
102
107

4B
52
54
56
61
• Numbers are key<d 10 item number. in Appendix 1.

not dominate the senses of linguistic roots. Perceptual qualities are also important.
In fact, it is often difficult to separate the two. For example, there is obvious utility
in recognizing the shape of a thom.
Prefixes. Simple lexemes have two types of prefix: the nominalizer 5- and the
spatial prefixes t- 'on, distributed', t- 'on, attached', and n- 'in'. Conspicuously
missing from the spatial prefixes of these terms are ni7- 'amidsf, cn- 'under', and
tet- 'on something broader than itself', all of which occur frequently in place
names and anatomical terms (Palmer 1993; Palmer and Nicodemus 1985)7 A total
TABLE 3.-Meanings of linguistic roots where meaning is other than refereet plant (simple
lexemes only).'

----'-'-_._----_ ..
6

__ _----------

7
8

12
15

20
29
27
30
34
35
37

44
46
50
~

Numbers are keyed to item numbers in Appendix 1.

...

leaf
corpse/dead
wrap string
foam
sweet
white
hurt
revolve
rotten
p~int

thQrn
pink
irwerted concave object

straight

- - - -rustle
- - _ .._ - -
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of 30 of the 98 simple terms have the prefix s- (Table 1). Other terms whose
linguistic roots begin with s may have the prefix as well, hut there is no way of
knowing. Why (77) slaq 'serviceberry' uses the So, but a similar term, (85)
1Ii""I,,,," 'chOkecherry', does not, is unknown, hut it might involve free variation
in assimilation of the initial consonant.
Prefixes with spatial meanings occur on only five names. The prefixes are fl'in', c- 'on (distributed)', and t- 'on (attached)'. Thus, spatial constructs cannot be
rated highly important in the construction of plant terms. Three terms lmve the
prefix fl- 'in'. Since the meaning of other elements in these constructions is unknown, it is not possible to clarify the semantic function of the 11- prefix in plant
names. Only one term has the prefix t- 'on (attached)'. Here, in lerm (7b) slltWri",!peet 'subalpine fir (and/or grand fir)', it seems to describe an attachment to
a branch. The prefix t- 'on (distributed)' is also found in only one term, (75),
analyzed

aq

5-(~-Vnir\Gurn-mJ1 'sagebrush buttercup'/ which has a linguistic root

referring to paint. The fact that these prefixes are so rare in plant names suggests
that the architecture of the plants ha, little importance in naming.
Reduplication can also be regarded as a kind of affixation. Augmentative
reduplication adds a new copy of the linguistic TOot (or the first three segments
of it). It occurs in most instances as a prefix to the root, but sometimes as a suffix.'
Examples indude v'dul-dul-p (rustle-AUG.RDP-INC) 'poplar tree or trembling aspen' and Vlek'"'-lek'''-I (AUG,RDP-barb-INH) 'n. thistle, cactus', According to Doak
(1997:29), augmentative reduplication denotes actions or qualities that are distributive, plural, or d,aracteristic. It occurs in a total of 24 of the simple terms. In
five cases, the meaning of the root that is duplicated is the referent plant itself.
Descriptive roots that are duplicated include those with meanings of 'rustle',
'stink', 'white', 'glow', 'good', 'dark', 'gather', 'thorn', 'straight', and 'corpse', a
group 'which seems to have nothing much in common, either selnantically or
phonetically.
The intensive reduplication construction, which copies only the first two segments of the linguistic root, appears in three terlI)s. The only one for which the
meaning of the linguistic root is dear is (57) t- fa- V fd:;c-c'e?, where it means 'wrap
string'. It is interesting that this must be a new term, as it refers to the domesticated cantaloupe.
Suffixes. The suffixes of Snchltsu'umshtsn plant terms have a variety of linguistic functions ranging from nominal classification as plant or tree (-bush), te
anatomical topographical description, locative description, and some more abstract senses involving verbal aspecl and linguistic voice. The most commonly
occurring suffix (19 instances) is '-alp 'plant' (Table 1). It occurs with linguistic
roots having both descriptive and referential meanings. The suffix should probably be regarded as a classifier that, in this language, contrasts with * -alC{" 'tree,
bush'. There are 10 terms with '-alq"'. Term (61b) tili'alpalq" 'kinnikinnick' has both
suffixes: /V 7f:lt-all,-alqw/ (kinnikinnick-plant-trce-bush).9 "Simple lexemes" that
have substantive or classificatory suffixes -alp, -alqw, and -astq 'berry' also fit the
definition of the composite specific lexeme" discussed in the introductory subsection on Plant Names il1 Salishan Languages, but those with substantive, but nonU

classifying suffixes such as ~qn 'head', -us 'face, eye', ~~n 'arnl', <'e? 'skin, covering', -ec't 'arm, hand, branch', -elp5 'throatl mane, -enc 'belly, bank!, -!rva5 Iwaist,
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between, -"Is 'arc motion, and -lye/ -iye7 'playingly', do not qualify as "composite

specific lexemes." Simple lexemes with these suffixes may best be compared to the
analyzable primary lexeme of Berlin et a!. (1973) or the complex lmitary lexeme
of Conklin (1969), but the correspondence is imperfect, as terms of this type are
usually descriptive, unlike the metaphorical example of "Jack-in-the-pulpit."
'The next most common substantive suffix is -qtl (~-ql) 'head', with six instances, Rather than a classifier, -qn seems to be used to locate a quality on the
fruiting body of a plant or at the top of a tree. For the two terms that can be fully
analyzed, the meanings seem to be scratch on head ~top (48) 'pineapple weed', and
grass on head ~top (29) 'wheat',
Also occurring with some frequency (6 terms) is the aspectual suffix -t, which
denotes something inherent. Among the terms whose linguistic roots are known,
it is suffixed to 'ghost', 'barb', 'stink', 'straight', and 'poison ivy' (suggesting that
the linguistic root p'ul may have simply meant 'poison' before it acquired the
meaning 'poison ivy'.)
The remaining suffixes cover a gamut of senses. Two of these appear to refer
to motion or action: -"ZS 'arc motion' and -lyel-lye7 'playingly', perhaps referring
to wavy or undulating leaves. Anatomical suffixes in addition to 'head' include
~us ~face, ey(;(, -a-rn 'arm", -e'er 'skin, covering', -eCt 'arm, hand, branch', -elps
'throat, mane', -enl 'belly, bank', and -[ziJ"s 'waist, between. None is used with
any great frequency. The fact that anatomical suffixes occur only 14 times in 98
simple lexemes shows that anatomical topographical concepts were significant but
not primary in plant naming, Locatives include -ul'mx" 'ground, earth', -ilk"'e7 'in
water', and -I?t 'source of'.
Hunn (1985) has emphasized the importance of utilitarian concerns in plant
classification. If utllitarian concerns were dominant, one would expect the majority of plant names to reflect important uses. One might expect a high frequency
of instrumental suffixes and utilitarian looking linguistic roots. In fact, at the
generic level, only six terms have rools with clearly utilitarian meanings. These
are (7) 'medicine', (12) 'canoe', (15) 'bow', (30) 'gather', (34) 'good', and (75) 'paint',
One might also argue that (63) 'sweet' is utilitarian. The only dearly utilitarian
suffixes are -mn 'used for' and -astq 'wild crop'. However, it is possible that some
of tbe unanalyzable linguistic rools were once utilitarian markers. Names warning
of unpleasant or dangerous qualities could also be regarded as utilitarian, as with
(46) 'barb', (71) 'rotten', (79) '?thorn, and possibly (32) 'poison ivy', if p'ul does
in fact derive from a former root nleaning ipoison~.
At higher taxonomic levels, two terms appear to have utilitarian motivation:
sy6lalq" 'tree' is based on the root yel 'pitch', and st'Sastq 'berries' is the same as
the term for black huckleberry, which has the root 1'i1S 'sweet'. This small number
of terms and affixes argues that utllitarian concerns are not the primary factor in
Snchitsu'umshtsn plant naming, or in classification to the extent that it is reflected
in naming, It may well be that utilitarian concerns govern the decision of whether
or not to name, but they do not appear to govern the semantics or grammatical
structure of plant names to any significant degree.
Substantive suffixes of Snchltsu'umshtsn are often truncated to a single vowel- -e, -I, or -u-usually (perhaps always) stressed in final position, When this
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happens; it is impossible to recov--ef the meaning, as there are always several
candidates for the originaL There are four instances in these data,
Complex Terms.-Among the 106 SnChitsu'umshtsn plant names, only eight have
structures that we have termed n complex.
include the compound descriptive lexemes such as
dareldu/dutp 'poplar (trembling aspen)' that colnpound
two linguistic roots. The term is analyzable as dar-et-V'dl'lf-dul-p (containefs.standA bit more complex if; the verbal predication (19)
hnt'aplc'e?enc{}tn 'pil1.eappJ'€' meaning 'what shoots self through
able as
(in-shoot-inside-TR-REFL-NOM). Term (58)
ni??farusitutl'lI
f is analyzable as ni?-V'sClr-us-i?-ut-m (amidst-hang-fire-?be.in.po:s.ition-1\·lJDL) 'hang in fire.' HI It is probably no coincidence that these are
both dOlnel)tic
introduced by
though it is
possible that
some other source,
it originates in the New World.
the tenns have th!;' strudure of a phrase. The simplest of these is (49}
"o-'"amm 'common dandelion' is translatable as 'lie-in. order bloom', A similar
is (42)
h o 'daisy' perhaps transterm,
more
latable as 'little
that
in rows on the
phrasal term (93)
",noWAf)!;,; X"'e e tfltell'mx'" 'descendent of
(boysenberry) is the only
recorcled Snl:hIit"s1.t'Ufllsll.tsn plant term that
using the principle
kinship, as su~;~e~,ted by the gloss descendent'.
I

COGNATE PLANT NAMES TN INTERIOR SAUSH LANGUAGES
All the Interior Salish languages have plant names that afe cognate with
Snchitsu'urnshtsn terms. Their distribution
to be best described as a dine
decreasing in frequency in
order from
in the east to Stl'atl'imx
(Lillooet) in the west (Table 4). The number of cognates drops off sharply with
Stl'atl'imx, a phenomenon that
been noticed and discussed
Turner et a1.
(1998). There are 53 knov...n cognate plant terms in Kalispel and 46 in Nsilxtsin
(Okanagan-Colville). These correspond dosely in their distribution. Nxa1amxcin
(Columbian) follows with 34 cognates, Of
33 also have cognates in either
Okanagan-ColviHe or Kalispel or both, Of the northern Interior Salish langU<lges,
Secwepem,; (Shuswap) has
cognates, Nlaka'pamux (Thompson) 29, and
Stl'atYimx (LiUooet) 13. Proto-Interior Salish forms have been reconstructed for
24 of these terms. Proto-Salishan forms can he reconstructed with confidence
for nine and with
confidence for 13. Very few borrowings from Sahaptian
languages are evident Terms (36) ka'lus ICOUS, biscuitroot' and (.38) peqaf iLomatium nudicau.le' are from Nez Perce, Another possibility is (78) kwela* 'red hawthorn! (d. kulakula),u The Nez Perce term k''''/awi 'onion! was more likely borrowed from a Salish cognate of (20) cralfw.Jl's onion'.
Inspection of exactly whiCh plants are named in the majority of Interior Salish
languages may help us undersand the naming process, Terms which have cognates in all seven languages are as follows:
f

(4) punlr.~ Rocky Mountain juniper
(11) qwoq"'o'llf'lt, lodgepole pine

L-
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(14) c'j?q'afp, Douglas-fir
(52) q'fp'X"'e'l, hazelnut

(60) SJfllSm, soapberry
(91) macu/('J:, blackcap
wild tobacco
(101)
Terms which have cognates in six of the seven languages, induding Snchitsu~
'umshlsn include the following:

(7) lnaramlp:llq"', subalpine fir (and / or grand fir)
(8) ceqUilif, western larch

(13) yatqU'efp, ponderosa pine
(20} q"'aUtpi'l's, onion (Allium sp.)

(45)
(54)

, balsamroot
blue elderberry
(74) sp'ifem. bitterroot
(81) tna<:m3Cifelp, oceanspray
(96) muls, cottonwood

These two groups of high-frequency cognates (totaling 16 terms) indude eight
tree names, three berry bushes, one economically important bulb, and two economically important taproots. The trees, and oceanspray, have economic importance in providing materials for buildings and manufactured items and as sources
of
and medicine. Thit:> group of high~frequency cognales suggests size, value
in manufacturing dwellings and tool:); subsistence value, and medicinal!ceremonial value (i.e., subalpine fir and wild tobacco) as features that promote the
entrenchmpnt, retention and Widespread distribution of names (though not necessarily their taxonomic construction). Food plants such as hazl:!lnut, soapberry,
and bitterroot were also important in trade (Teit 1930:112; Turner and Loewen
1998), as was
tobacco, which was apparently not grown by !:he Sn<~hitsu'umshtsn
1930:113). Ba1samroot was utilized for its taproots,
and
seeds.
Six tl;~rms-(22) edible blue camas, (33) cow parsnip, (70) mock orange, (84)
bitter cherry; (88a) wild rose. and (26) grass-have cognates in five of the seven
languages, induding Snchitsu'umshisn, These lower frequency terms contain no
trees and one major food source (edible blue
Grass was economically
important fot' the
of deer and horses. The hard wood
mock orange
was used for making a number of small tools. Details can be found in the listing
of plant terms (Appendix 1).
Ail these counts of cognates must be evaluated with some caution as plant
names have been recorded more thoroughly
some languages than others.
Stl'atl'imx (Lillooetlf Nlaka'pamux (Thompson), and Secwepemc plant terms have
received more stud}' than NxaJamxctn Kalisp€l, and SnclUt.<>u'ulnshtsIl.
1

f

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The prototypical Snchitsufumshtsn plant name consists of a lingUistic root
plus a substa.ntive
Typical examples are (1:3) y'atqfJ'eln I s- Vi It't(r-alp I (pon-

_~_

_~_

TABLE
#

Snchftsu'tuntl.'l1 name

1

sececl

2

3
4
5
6

7a
8
9

he sf
k f'"fiysalq"'
skfU'ust

maramlpalqh'
ceqwls

sl.I:'!sl?t:l
SUfi/ISle

13

,ljdtq"elp

14

c 'aq 'alp"

16
17

lr. t fux"'n

pun/~)

10
11
12

15

q"'oq"'olWlt
t'dda'lalqrl)

r(U'ecp41lq""

18

qex"'qexw<llfltiiye?*
ffmu'l

19

Imt'aplc Ie l'enc6tn

20

q"';:)1tw~lrs

21

sist

22

23
24

slaq'mn

25

sac 'seefy;)

26

stiede?
11'1 'i?e 'uJ 'mxw

27
28

nors

29

sf'tfdal'qn

30

q''''tJsq'wiiJS*
sqUKIxt
P'lilp 'ultums

31

32
33
34

00
0

in Interior Salishan
or Latin name
black 1:l:ee .lichen
lichen
11Ot'!>l:'tails
Rocky Mountain juniper
western red-redar
'""'eStern red-cedar
subalpine fir
western larch
Engelmaml spruce
white-bark pine
lodgepole pin~~
white pine
ponderosa pine
Douglas-fir
yew
wap,lto
skunk cabba~l:'
skunk cabbage
pineapple
onion
onion
edible blu€camas
tiger lily
Indian hellebore
Indian hellebore
grass
cr,ab grass
barley
vvheai
cat-tail
vine

PS

PI

U

TH

SH

cv

eM

KA

x
:x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

?

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
?

;'(

x
x
?

x

x

x

x

x
)(

x

x

x

X

X

x

x.

x

x

x
x

x

~

~
III

~

x

x
x

~

x

x

x
x

x

x

'1:l

:;:..

x

x

<:
~

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

)(

x

~i
Z
0

,...,

Vl

TABLE 4.-Continued.
#

Snchitsu'urntsn name

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

P'exwpuX"·

4.5

smukwa'lcn*
lek 'w/"k ~·t

46
47
48
49
5\}

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

62
63
64
6.5

kii?us

sp'ex"'enc
pt?qai*
pfwye
sf 'uq"'m$
dmdm" ?qeynf?
fuhilif1ak 'wa 'lal 'qs ha sg"'arpm

p'up '" lacl!,
q"'rJl 'q""J/ 'nmftp
nUirfupa~

nd 'eil 'xlvqr

::;a! sgwarfJffl
sqw,iyu?
spill~ma:*

q'ip"x"'e?
sampaqn*

c'eku'ik"
tiHtltiJmnf'lefp

sticlltskhw
I fa faxc'e?

ni?sarusi'lutm
smiJ0.:"ruHp*
sX"'usm
illi'
sl 'eq 'In
sf'dSCistq

paqpatfilrn
Iif'll'U':

""0
~

or Latin name
white camas
cous (NP)
descrt p.lrs]ey
bare.tem lomatium (NP)
biscuHroot
wild caraway
yarrow
pussytoes, etc.
northern wormwood
big sagebrush
balsamroot
wild thistles
wavy-leaved thistle
pineapple weed
dandelion
Oregon-grape
paper birch
hazelnut
black lwinberry
blue elderberry
snowbcrry
red willow
cantaloupe
squash
silverberry
soapberry
kjnnikinnick
dwarf blueberry
black huckleberry
huckleberry
garden pea

PS

PI

LI

TlI

SH

CV

CM

KA
x

x

x

x

x

S·

oq

'"Vl"'

"SS
ro

~

x

x
x

x
x

x

,

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

C
::e
Z
:>O
..,.,
m

.,::c

x

x
x

Z

§

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

'0

x

x

x
x

8
w

c-

x

x

N

~

><

x

x
x
x

x

00
~

00

tv

TABLE 4.-Continued,
#

Snchft~u'unlt"n

or Latin name

name

66
67
68

finc'lnulsl1!iJS

frasen

;;c'e1'l~"

69

ftnt 'Ji 'riu:'lIps"

70
71
72
73

wafillp

golden currant
squaw currant
wild gooseberry
mock orange
Canada mint
r;;pring beauty
C.1l1ytonia sp.
bitterroot
sagebrush butter,;up
blltte.rcup
serviceberry
rcdhawthom
black hawthorn
wild strawberry
oceansptay
apple
plum
bitter cherry
chokecherry

74
75
76
77
78
79

yaf~ll*

naq 'naq 'telp
Mq'm,'l;w-'
sqwetm*

sp 'it tL"1f1
scne'lrmn
sU'i:Myus
slaq
fc:wda*

80
81
82

83
84
85

86
87

l1!acmilCi'lelp
s'laplsallf"
plnmsalq"'
poch~n'

ldx"'l"x"'"
pilus'
t'iJsiMpa*

Pnmus sp.

5x.ua:yapa1qn*

90

Imhalu:ce?
macUkw

92
9J
94
95"

p611mlqn
sub'tirus x"'e e til-len'mr"
tiltell 'n'l.:''''

wild rose
wildrose
wild raspberry
blackcap
thimhleberry
tlOyscnbetl1;
Rubus sp.

96
97

mulif

cottonwood

91

x

PI

U

TH

SH

CV

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

)(

KA

x

x
x

eM

x
x

x
x

)(

x-

x

)(

x
x

x

x

x

'\:l

)-

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
?

x

x

~

rr:l

x

~
III

...
ilJ

t-'

x

x

x

?

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

peach

88a
89

qal'lt'!p

P5

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

~t-,,)
x

x

x

x

x

x

!?

Z

9
,.....

TABLE 4.-eontioued.

Snchitsu'umtsn name

to"'lsn or Latin name

rs

PI

u

TH

SH

98
99

dtlldulp
dWell'

100
101

q'61<alq"'

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

102

pa:tIlq

103
104'

mas1tlas

trembling aspen
willow
willow
wild tobacco
potato
edible valerian

#

smi?Jxlv

CM

x

x

KA
x

x

x

piee!usa't

a root
a water plant
black birch
a
"Numbers <1fe keyed to item numbers. in Appendix 1. eM =: Columbian (Nxa'tamxdn), CV
105
106
107
108

CV

sk 'wa~k'wtqe!k"'a'l

x

x

Okanagan-Colville (Nsilxtsin), Ll -= Li1100et {StJ'atl'imxt SH .
Proto-Interior Salish, PS
ProtoShusw:;Ip (St."'Cwcpernc), KA =: Ktllispel (Spohn, Kalispel, and Flathead dialed;,), TH "" Thompson {NJ<tku'pamvx), Pi
Salish. 'terms (95) and (04) omitted as they arc Spohn.
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derosa pine) and (63) st'Sastq, !s-\/fa.5-astll/ (black huckleberry). As in these examples! there may also be a l10minalizing prefix and/or one or more spatial
prefixes and/or a stem-forming suffix, such as -I 'inherent'. Reduplications of the
linguistic root are common. The plant names display a more limited set of spatial
prefiXes than are found in the domains of place names and anatomical terms.
A variety of substantive suffixes occur. The
categories, involving 29 of
the 103 simple
establish a division into terms with the sufiix(·s -alp 'plant'
l:errns) and those with -111q'''' 'tree~b'ush' (10 terms). However, the structure of
suggests that
one term---a[c{1lpalq"' 'kinnikinntck'-that combines the tV'lO
-alp 'plant' may be the more general
the sense of "green or leafy
plants." It appears in the names of herbs (cow parsnip, Canada mint), small or
low shrubs (snowberry, silverberry, big sagebrush, northern wormwood) as vveH
as seve.rallarger shrubs or bushes (wild rose, mock orange, ocean spray, willow)
and trees (Rocky Mountain juniper, ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, cottonwood,
black birch). The suffix -aI,," specifies plants that take the form of a tree or a bush,
more often the former, or perh<lps it is simply applied to those for which the
notion of pole is most salient. 1he corresponding suffix
translates as 'wood'
in NsHxts.in (Okanagan-Colville) (Turner et al. 1998). This is one respect in which
dassificationin Snchltsu'umshtsn
differ from other Salishan languages. In
Salishan
haVing the 'plant'
is most often applied to
'v'arious species trees l:lnd shrubs, especially those with herries or other important cultural resources.
Fourteen of the simple lexemes in Snchitsu'umshtsnhaw anatomical suffixes,
including seven instances of -qn (-qO fh.ead', which, like English, has a metaphorical e.,xtension to 'top~ Non-hierarchical taxonomic relations are rare among
the Snchitsu'umshtsn plant terms, but one instanc:e of a plant as the descendant
of blackberry vine occurs in a complex term. Only two terms have k.1Cative suffixes
other than the anatomical suffixes, which can often be regarded as locative. Notably absent from the classificatory suffixes of Snchftsu'umshtsn is ~US{j'l 'berry,
face; eye, round thing', which can be found in neighboring Salish:an languages
(Palmlf'.I 1998b). Sncrntsu'umshtsn does
the related suffix -us
eye',
but it does not occur in me recorded plant names except as a pun in (86).
It appears that there is a term that stands for conifers in general, and that is
term (13) ydtq«·elp. 111is term
has the more specific referent ponderosa pine.
The general term for any tree is syolalqw, a ternl which suggests generalization of
an earlier term limited to conifers (s-yel-alq" NOM-pitch-tree-log~·pole). The general term for berries is stsastq, v,rhich is also the term for (63) black huckleberry.
The general term for a bush or shrub is
There seems to be no free lexeme that covers all trees, shrubs, and herbs, only
the suffix -alp (~ -alp, -1ft). This is a common pattem among Interior Salish lansuffix is found in all the languages and used in
guages (Turner 1987, 1988).
many names
for example the tree names in Turner et al. 1998). In Stl'atl'im'x
(LiUooet) it coexists with a more common fonn -az', which apparently has the
same meaning
StYatl'imx ca;r-az' I r'q'w-alp 'Engelmann spruce'). The 'log, pole
suffix (-alq~') occurs much less frequently in the Interior Salish tree names, but it
is found in dearly recognizable f01'111 in all but Stl'atl'imx and Nlaka'pamux
(Thompson). The latter has the possible cognate forms -alx, -ayq"', and ~yaq"'.
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-alp
(plants)

_____------------"-11········ ...
-alqW

leafy plants

(trees and shrubs)

/'
sy61alqW

woody stems

st'rde?
(grasses)

eedel'

(trees)

--------

yatqwelp

non-

(conifers)

comfers

Ut qr:----elp
ya
other
(ponderosa pine)

W/ 0

conifers

{shmbs)

~-st'Sastq
other

,----

(benies)

st'saslq,st'sa
(black huckleberry)

shrubs

other
benies

FIGURE 2.-Taxonomy of plant forms in Snchitsu'umshtsn. (Fungi and lichens not included. Dotted line indicates hypothetical inclusion.)

In Columbian the only tree name that has the -alqw suffix is 'jack pine'. Otherwise it is found on terms for 'fruit trees', 'bump into a tree', 'go under a log',
'peck at a tree', 'grave marker', 'train', 'tw"isted tree', 'a tree hit by lightning', 'logs',
'round like a pole', 'roll up one's sleeves', 'cradle of a scythe', 'tall', and others. It
even occurs on words for 'short'. The suffix -alp occurs on many tree and plant
names, and comes closest in Columbian to being a suffix for (tree'. However, it is
also the suffix to indicate the plant on which particular berries grow, as opposed
to the berries themselves. In a few cases it may not be divisible, that is, the root
to which it is attached is not found elsewhere in the language, as in terms for
'juniper' and 'spruce'. It also occurs with 'tall sunflower', 'skunk cabbage', 'pine
grass', 'wild lupine', 'sand bur plant', and three unidentified plants, and it is used
for counting plants. This distribution suggests that the taxonomic diagram in
Figure 2 must be evaluated with some caution, as the function of the -alp and
-alq" suffixes seems as much classificatory (differentiating by form or part within
a genus or species) as taxonomic (differentiating by genus and species).
We have not explored the extensions of these terms with native speakers of
Snchftsu'umshtsn in a systematic fashion, but given these facts and our understanding of the suffixes -alp and -alqw, we can still posit a taxonomy something
like that in Figure 2. This taxonomy agrees generally with the classification of
plants implied by Okanagan mythology (Turner et al. 1980). There, the category
of "bushes, flowers, and trees" subdivides into categories of "trees with leaves"
and "trees without leaves." The chief of the latter is white pine and of the former,
Rocky Mountain maple. In Snchftsu'umshtsn one can propose a taxonomic hierarchy of five levels, but the classifying suffixes (-alp and -alqw) that partially structure the hierarchy appear in only a minority (29) of the terms, as described above.
Describing Fraser River Lillooet, Turner (1974) found eight life forms, including 'trees' (divided into 'with leaves' and 'evergreens'), 'berries', 'flowers', 'grasses
(and grass-like plants)', 'mosses', 'mushrooms and fungi', 'weeds', and 'roots (and
underground parts, including poisonous types)'. Only trees, evergreens, berries,
flowers, grasses, mosses, and weeds are given general terms. Trees with leaves
are unnamed, as are roots and underground parts. The Snchftsu'umshtsn c1assi-
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fication depicted in Figure 2 appears to support Turner's observations in a general
way, Trees are divided into conifers (evergreens) and non-conifers. There are general terms for trees, conifers, grasses, shrubs, and berries, but not, as in Fraser
River Ullooet, for trees with leaves or for roots. In addition there are suffixes for
plants in general, and for trees and shrubs as a single category. It is possible that
Snchilsu'umshtsn also has or had general terms for mosses, mushrooms and fungi, and weeds, but we do not have the data to confirm it.
Most lerms whose derivations are dear are descriptive constructions involving linguistic roots specifying some attribute of color or light (eight terms), taste,
smell, shape, danger, motion, texture, or use. Two pertain to death and ghosts.
Utilitarian concerns are present, but not primary. The infrequent usage of spatial
prefixes ('in', 'on, attached', 'on, distributed', 'amidst', etc.) in descriptive terms
suggests that c(mceplualizations of plant structure play little role in their naming,
These findings are similar to those reported by Palmer (1998b) for Secwepemc,
in which 45 of 144 recorded terms were descriptive. Of the 45 descriptive terms,
33 were based on the perceptual characteristics of appearance (30) and smell (3),
with the remaining few terms dassified as danger or irritation (6), usefulness (5),
and behavioral (1). In general, the terms bear out Randall's (1976) observation
that, rather than storing elaborate taxonomic hierarchies directly in memory, people typically store only the perceptual characteristics of classes. However, utilitarian concerns may be primary in the entrenchment and widespread distribution
of a few names, that is, those with the greatest number of cognates in neighboring
languages. The Snchitsu'umshtsn terms provide some support for Berlin's (1992:
21) generalization that "na111£$ for plants and animals comnumly allude metaphorically
to some typical mOfl'lwlogical, behavioral, ecological, or qualitatitte characteristic frature of
their referents" [italics in original], but this generalization is so inclusive as to be
almost vacuous.
At least six of the terms may involve borrowings from European languages,
three of these apparently from French, reflecting the influence of Father Point and
other missionaries, and three from English, probably reflecting experiences subsequent to 1876. These include terms for barley, pea, and potato from French and
apple, peach, and plum from English." Terms for the crops wheat and alfalfa do
not appear to be borroWings. Borrowings from English can provide an occasion
for puns, as in the rendering of peaches in Snchftsu'umshtsn as pit-us, whidl can
be con.strued as 'peach face'.
Interior Salish plant names that are cognate with Snchitsu'umshtsn forn1s are
distributed along a cline of decreasing frequency from Kalispel in the east to
Stl'atl'imx in the west, providing support for the conclusions of Turner et al.
(1998). The 16 terms with cognates in at least six of the seven languages include
names for eight trees (six of which are conifers), three berry bushes, one edible
bulb and h'Vo edible taproots. At first glance, size, value in manufacturing, and
subsistence value appear to be the major factors in their wide distribution, but
other factors, such as trade and continuity of distribution on the landscape may
be involved as well. Such utilitarian factors may motivate the creation and use of
plant names, but they do not appear to govern the grammatical structure of plant
names as categorizing symbols.
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'5nchftsu'umshtsn < s-n-cfculums"cn, KOM-in-Coeuf,d:Alene,people-mouth.orJanguage,
Le., 'Coeur d'Alene language'. The stem tem1 SchitsU'UffiSh (Coeur d'Alene) has been translated by Lawrence Nicodemus a" 'discovered people'. In the Coeur d~AJene community
orthography, the stress is usually indicated with an underlin(>r e.g., Sch!tsu'umsh. Other
names of ethnic groups are presented in their own community orthographies. We judged
it to be an impossible task to resolve all the Salish orthographies into one.
Names of plants disaISst,.'d in the text are presented in the Americanist orthography,
which is discussed in the Appendix. The names may appear in analyzed form, a5 in the
Appendix (second ,,'ntrles), or the unanalyzed form as they appear in 'lable 4, column 2.
The use of the Americanist orthography was necessary to enable discussion of morphemes
that are often only partially represented in the community orthography_
Nlaka'pamux is a commnnity spelling of InJa?kiipmiJx/,
, An anonymous reviewer made this !mggestion.
The list also contains t,,,"'o Spokane terms, bringing !:he total of plant names in Table 1 to
108.

4

is quite possible that plant names that are knm..., o to a
'urnshtsn have not yet been recorded.

< It

"Terms I, 2, 9, 11, 17,
31 / 33,40,41,43,
103, 10.5, 106. See Appendix 1.

fe\\'

living speakers of Snchftsu-

47, 53, 59, 62, 72-74, 76,

7 The spatial prefix ni'l- 'amidst' occurred in (5B), but it is omitted here because (58) is a
complex term by our definition.

'The

lacking stress or having

oil

reduced vowel is taken as the copy.

v Apparently, at least at the time the field work was conducted, the term ilch or the longer
form indicating a bush i{1cJmlpalqw could be used for either the wild l..'fanberry or kinnikinnick. Nicodemus (1975£1:111) has linch, n. red berries, knick-knick
wild cran·
berry." In (1975b:355) he has "wild cranberry, n. ikh" and
(wild), n. !!.lchalpalqw" (145).

1<)

Ray Brinkman and relix Aripa, personal

cornrrlun.icati(ll~,

gram, Office of Education, Coeur d'Alene Tribe of

" Possible Nez Perce cognates or borroWings supplied
12

Language Preservation ProPlummer, Idaho, 2.000.
iii

revie\over.

Naomi E Miller suggested that nays 'barley' might derive from French orge.
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APPENDlX l.-·SNCHlrSU'UMSHTSN PLANT TERMS AND COGNATES
Plant terms in this appendiX are divided into botanical groups (lichens, horseinduding monocotyledons and ditails, conifers! and tlowering plant5, the
cotyledons), Within these groups, they are alphabetized by botanical family, genus, and species names. Identification of botanical genus and species may be
positive (no marker), probable (marked with follOWing
or possible (""'). Each
unique Snchitsuumshtsn name (or Spokane name in two cases) is given a number.
The data format for each numbered name is as follows:
scientific name (common English name)
(tI) Snchftsu'umshtsn name in community orthography, (morphological
analysis), (morpheme glOSSes}
l\.lorphological analyses and morpheme glosses are not always possible. In the
morphological analysis field, morphemes are separated by hyphens. Morphemes
may be formed by reduplications (RDP)f which generally operate on the roots by
complete reduplication, reduplication of consonants with vowel reduction, or partied morpheme reduplications of
initial or final segments. Linguistic roots
are prefixed \v1th the V' symbol. In a reduplication, if the first instance were
stTlessed, it would be labeled as the root and the RDP marker would follow. For
an explanation of Snchitsu'umshtsn reduplication, see Doak (1997:27-29).
In the rn.orpheme gloss field, the gloss for each morpheme is separated from
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its predecessor or follower by a hyphen. Alternative glosses of a single morpheme
are separated by a tilde (-.). The words of phrases <lre linked by periods. For
example, the expression on-RDp··wind -lff1npstring.erxmly-skin has three morpheme
glosses, if one does not count the reduplication. The gloss for the second morpheme has two alternatives: wind and the phrase wrap.string.t.'Vmly. The reduplication applies to the second morpheme, as will be evident from inspecting the
phonetic form and the morpho1ogical analysis, which flags the
root.
Linguistic terms in
aTC abbreviated as follows: ART=article;
AUG=augmentative; CONN =connective; CONT=continuative; DEM=demunstrative;
IJ!M=dimimltive; GLoT=glottalized; lNC=ind:1oativ€; INH=inherent; INl:'=intensive;
II.-1DL""'middle; l\;oM""'nominative;
PRox""'proximate deictic;
RDP=reduplication; REFL=reflexive:; REM = remote deictic; TR=transitive; vB=verbal;
vm=volition.
The Snchftsu'UIDshtsn terms recorded in this study appear in three Qrthographies: a community orthography, a contemporary Americanist linguistic orthography (a modified version of the Int~rnational Phonetic Alphabet), and the
linguistic orthography used by James Teit (1930). Stress is marked where the in·
formation is available, but terms
from documentary Bources do not alvva,,'s
indicate stress and stress could not always be determined in the fleld. Plant names
are provided in the community orthography in the appendix for non-linguists.
The contemporary linguistic orthography is used for precise phonetic description
and
morphological analysis. Teit's orthography is used for terms that he recorded, but these are also presented in the other orthographies.
The Snchftsu'umshtsn community orthography used by Nicodemus (1975a,
1975b) is generally consistent, but it omits reduced vowels [;;}J or [I}, Consequently,
there is some ambigUity in the proper placement of glottal!>, which are written as
apostrophes, but this can usually be resolved by resort to morphological analysis
with concomitant reference to the English glosses, In the appendix, phonetic
forms and morphological analyses reconstructed from the community orthography are flagged with, a star (*) after the word; the star before a word indicates a
proto-form reconstructed by means of the comparative method of linguistics. The
Nicodemus orthography underlines vowels to indicate stress. The fie' character
is pharyngeal [fl. When writing glottalized consonants
semivoweJs, apostrophes are placed before sonorants-'I, 'm, '1'1, '1.4 'y, '( and '(w-but apostrophes
foHow the voiceless stop consonants k'f p', q', The phonemes aTe written a, hi
ch, eiI', d, el gal h, i, j, k, k',
kim.} 1, i, m, 'm! I'll '1'1, 0, p, ,q, ,qrc, q'w qh,
qhw, r; '1: SI sh, t, t', ts, ts', U, 1:4 'u~ y,
(, (tv, 'f,
This is also the
order,
except that the parenthesis is igrlored.
In the Americanisl orthography the phonemes are vvritten as follows: (voiceless
and affricates) p, t, C, C, k"', q, q"', 7; (glottalized stops and affricates) ,
((
(voiced stops and affricate) b, d, g"'! j; (voiceless continuants)
S, 1, S, X"', :f,
(resonants) nt, n, t r, Ul y, I, fr~; (glottalized re50nants) tit, ,i, 1',
f,
!I, f', fll;!; (vowels) i, e, (1, U, 0, a. In order to facilitate comparisons to other
languages and simplify the transcriptions, the Snchitsu'umshtsn mid·front vowel
that is often written with epsilon € is here written with e; the open J is here
written as o.
Telt's (1930) phonetic transcriptions may be unreliable. He seems to have often
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failed to distinguish glottalizations; labialization of consonants, rounding of vowels, and postvelar from velar consonants. Forms reconstructed from Teira orthography, like those reconstructed from the community orthography, are flagged
wjth a star (") after the word, Teit used a straight apostrophe after the vowel to
mark stress. His a is [re], which is usually written I! in contemporary Salish orthography, His E is schwa [;>]. The alveolar and palatal affricates which Teit wrote
as ts and tc are written as is and ch in practical orthographies and c and c in the
Americanist linguistic orthography. The palatal fricative which he wrote as c is S
in the Amerkanist orthography.
Due to the fact that plant names and other information were collected in the
course of ethnohistorical and etlmo1inguistic studies not specifically focused on
ethnobotany, identifications are based on the authors' prior knowledge of local
species and no voucher specimens have been deposited for curation,

LICHENS

n Hawksw. (black tree lichen)
?-hand-branch

Bryoria fremontii (Tuck) Broda &:
(1)

s~ch'echt,

?Peltigera sp. (lichen)
(2) sitsseetsiye, V'sic-sic-ilji 'l? -A uG.Rm·~playjngly
HORSETAILS
Equisetaceae (horsetail family)

Equisetum spp. (horsetails or scouring rushes)
t

(3)

lie sfede' Ie t'Y,khwen, he st'ede? Ie

FOSS

grass

REM

horsetail

CONIFERS
Cupressaceae (cypress family)
Juniperus scopulorurn Sarg.'" (Rocky Mountain juniper)
(4) punlp, "v"pun-lp, ?-plant
Thuja plicata Donn. (western red-cedar)
(5) k''({;·~Jysalqw,
ays-alqw, ?-tree
Thuja pEicatll Donn.** (western red-cedar)
(6) sk'ust, s- Yk'''' US-tf NOM-ghosHNH

Pinaceae (pine family)

Abies lnsiocarpa (Hook) NUll, A. grandis (Dougl.) LindL (subalpine fjr andlor
grand fir)
(7a) maramlpalqw, Y'f'fmTfm-alp-alqw, medicine-planHree
(7b) stmarimlpedrt, s-t- V marim-lp-ettr NOM-attachecl-medicine-piant-whole.
hand ~branch
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Larix Decidentalis Null. (western larch)

(8)

ts~qwlsh, vceqw_.[jJ, pink-motion.in_horseshO€.curve

Picca cngelnumnii Parry ex Engelm. (Engelmann spmce)
(9) SIUiqhshaqhtall', sa_)'-Vsaif+alp, AUC.RDP-?-TNH-planl

Pinus albicaulis Engelm. (white-bark pine)
(10) S!lWLsteh*, s"wistc'
Pinus contorta DougL ex Loud.* (lodgepole pine)
(11) qoqo'l(t, q"·o·Vq"'ol'-li't, INI.RDP-?-source'
Pinus montlcola DougL ex D. Don (white pine)
(12) I'~da'alqm Vt'ede1-alq", canoe-tree
Pinus ponderosa DougL ex. Loud.' (ponderosa pine, yellow pine)
(13) 'Yll.tqwelp, s- V ctq"-elp, NOM-?-piant
Pseudotsuga menzlesll (Mirb.) Franco var. glmJcu (Beissn.) Franco (Douglas-fir)
(14) ts'lIq'aip, ,16aq-alp, bunched"dumped-tree'
Taxus brevifolta Null. (yew)
(15) (atsech'nil1qw*, V fac-ii':l!-dlq·il, tied-back-plant (bow-plant)
FLOWERING PLANT5--MONOCarS

Alismataceae (water-plantain family)
Sagittarit1 Jailfolia Willd. (wapato, arrowleaf)
(16) sqigu;ts, s- Vqlg'''c, l\:OM-wapato

Araceae (arum family)

Lysichiton americanum Hult:€n & 51. John (skunk cabbage)
(17) qekhwqekhwlshiye', qex"'- V qcx""-illiHye1, AUG.RDP-?stink-arc.motion-play(18)

ingly
t1mu', tlmu'!

Bromeliaceae (bromeliad family)

Arwnas comosa (L.) Merr. (pineapple)
(19) Imt'aplts'c'entsQtn, n-,II'ap-Ic'e'l-n-cul-n, in-shoot-inside-TR-REFL-NOM;
'what shoots self through inside' Reichard (1938:222)
Liliaceae (lily family)

Allium sp. (onion)
(20) qwllw'lsh, qw"!iw,,l'S, raw
Allium sp., A. douglasli Hook.** (onjon)
(21)

sisel!, sisi':

Camassia qUal/1;lSI! (Pursh) Greene (edible blue camas)
(22a) glqlrux', ret!!"'c'!, ?iit;;"'e'!
(22b) sqlu{wlutqlrwe*, s-V'ifiw-al- ?it~"'a 1, NOM·raw-coNN-cooked.camas
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Lilium columl>ianum Hanson in Baker' (tiger lily or Columbia lily)
(23)

ch'lJ.wqh*, if'awa;:'

Melanthiaceae (melanthium family)

veratrum "iride Ai t. (Indian hellebore), very toxic
(24) slaq'mn, s-Vlaq'mll, 'JoM-?-used for 3
(25) sits'sechLve, Vsac'sec-iYd' ?-playingly
Poaceae or Gramineae (grass family)
A common Interior Salish form for grass resembles the Okanagan form SlVUpula'xlV 'ground hair'. Nicodemus (1975a:81) lists the cognate form gUPJ{lmkhlV,
but he defines it as a verb: 'vI. It (ground) is covered with much grass'. Very likely
it could have been nominalized with the s- prefix to sgup/{lmkhw. In Moses Columbian, st'iya? is any tall grass, but short grasses are suwpul'ex"', literally 'hair
on the ground',
grass (various kinds of forage, Including grasses and the legumes alfalfa and
dover)
(26) st'~de', s- \'/t't'de?, NOM-grass

Digitaria sp." (crab grass)
(27)

sq'i'ts'u'lmklnv,

s··Vq'iJc'-ul'mx", 'JoM-grow-oTLthe.ground

Hordeum vulgare L. (barley)
(28)

nors, nors, possibly from Fr, orge

Triticum aesti"um L (wheat)
(29)

st'qdo'qn, s-Vt'dda?-qtt, 'JoM-grass-head

Typhaceae (cat-tail family)
cat-tail, or bulrush (Typha latifolio L)*
(30) q'wQsq'ws*, V'q'"es-q''''iIS, AUG.RDP-gather
FLOWERING PLANTS-DleOTS

Aceraceae (maple family)

Acer circlnatum Pursh*· (vine maple) or Acer glal>rum Torr, (Rocky Mountain
maple)
(31)

squtlxt

Anacardiaceae (sumac family)

Taxu:odendron radicalls (L.) Kuntze; syn, Rhus radiums L (poison ivy)
(32)

p'ulp'uUlI.msh, p'ul-\/p'ul-t-ums, AUG.RDP-poison,ivy-INH-people

Apiaceae or Umbelliferae (celery family)

Heraclcum Ifmmum Michx, (cow parsnip or Indian rhubarb)
(33) qllQqhlp, VJ"'61''''J-lp, ?-plant
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Ligusticum canbyi Coull, & Rose* (Canby's lovage)
(34) qh~sqhs, Y ifas-;<<'S, goOd-AUG,RDT'
Lomatium canbyi Coull. & Rose** (white camas)
(35) p'~khwp'ukhw4 Yp'exw-p'ex"', glow-ACG.RDP
l.omalium cous (Wats.) Coull. & Rose* (cous, or biscuitroot)
(36) k~'us, k,l?us
Lomatium macrocarrmm (Nutl.) Coult. & Rose (desert parsley)
(37) sP'fkhwellch, sYp'ex'-ellc, NOM·light·~glow-belly-·bank
Lomatium nudieaule (pursh) Coull. & Rose** (barestem lomatium or Indian
celery)

(38)

p~qai*,

peqai*, prob. equivalent to N.P. peqiy (L. tritmlatum (Pursh)
Coull. & Rose val', tritematum)

Lomatium sp. (biscuitroot)
(39) piwye, ptwye l'iUwe~
Peridl'l'idia gairdlleri (H. & A.) Mathias** (wild caraway or Indian carrot)
(40) st')iqom*, s-Vt'uq'·.m" NOM-?-MDL
Asteraceae or Compositae (aster or composite family)

/lchillea millefolium L.** (yarrow)
(41) dmdmu'qeyni'. clem- Vdem-II ?-qin·i?, AUG,RDP-?old-?-head-NOM
/lntennaria spp., Erigeron spp" Aster spp.** (pussyloes, fleabane, aster)
(42) qhalll'll'nak'wa'a'lqs ha sgll>1ll'm, *"In (11- VI1Rk'''' -alqs)DIM.GLOT ha
sg"arpm, lie-in.order (DIM.RDP-one-spur-ridge)DIM.GLOT POSS bloom

/lrtemisia frigida Willd.* (northern wormwood)
(43) p'up'u'nelp, (p'U-Vp'UI1 -ilp)DlM,GLOT, INT.RDP-?-plant
Artemisia tridclltata Nutl. (big sagebrush)
(44) qw'lqw'lmlljfp, q"·al'·'/q"al'-mn-ilp, AUG.RDP-dark-used.for-plant
Balsamorhiza sagittala (pursh) Nut!.* (balsamroot or spring sunflower)
(45) smghultsn*f smuk"'a?cn*
Cirsium brevistylum Cronq. and other spp. (wild thistles) and other spiny
plants, e.g., OpUlltia fragilis (Nutl,) Haw. and a. polyaralltha Haw. (prickly-pear
cactus)
(46) 'tek'wtuk'wt, Ytek'''..fek'w-t. AUG.RDP-barb-INH
Cirsium undulalum (Nut!.) Spreng.* (wavy-leaved thistle)
(47) m£lrtupa*, lf1ariupa*
Miltrimria matricarioides (Less.)Porter* (pineapple weed)
(48) il1lts'!tsi'lkhl1Ji/& l1-eel'-\iee!'x"'-qfll, in-AUG.RDP-?-head
Taraxacum officinale Weber" (common dandelion) or Agoseris sp!* (mountain
dandelion)
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qhaf S.!«ilUn,m :o:af sg"'arpm, lie.In.order bloom
F

Berberidaceae (barberry family)

Mahonia aquifolium (Pursh) Nutt.; syn. Berberis aquifolium Pursh (Oregongrape)
F
(50) SqWftYU s- y'qlvey-u PI NOM-blue.or.green-?
f

Betulaceae (birch famity)

Betula papyrifera Marsh.* (paper birch)
(51) spichfenfl, s·Vpitxten-al(t*, NOM-?Ieaf-tree
Corylus cornuta Marsh.* (hazelnut)
(52) q'ip'khu'e', q'ipfx"'e'l
Cactaceae (cactus family). S€e (46).
Caprifoliaceae (honeysuckle family)
Lonicera

ex Spreng." (black twinberry, or twintlower

(Rich.)

honeysuckle)
(53) st,!mpqn*, sdmpqn*

Samlmew; ceruJea Raf.* (blue elderberry) andior S. racemosa L* (red elderberry)
(54)

tS;l!.kuku~

tS'f!k'uk<L1 c'lkw;jkw

Symplwricarpas a/bus (L) Blake (snowberry or \\laxberry)
(55) tmtmnitetp, '/tlntmnl'l-elp, corpse-plant

Comaceae (dogwood family)

Cornus stolonifera Michx. (red willow or red-osier dogwood)
(56a) st{chtsklfUJ s-\/ticcx 'JOYl-?
(56b) stic11tskhwtj.lp6, sVnccx'"-elp, NOM-?-?plant
W

,

Cucurbitaceae (cucumber family)

Cucumis melo L (cantaloupe)
(57)

Ua(r!:qhts'e', t- fa- V f;d,~·C'el, on-rNI.HDP-vvind·~wrap.string.evenly-skin

Cucurbita
(58)

5ar"11.;';-1 {'-W:-nI,

amidst- hang-fire-?-be.in.position-

MOL

Elaeagnaceae

(ol€~astler family)

EWJignus commutatct
(59) smqhum£fp",
Shepherdia canadei'lsis
(60)

sqh,gsmt

m;lril -I'1.Ptrl",

NOM-?sIlowbound- ?NoM-plant

Nutt.
or soopolallie)
NOM-foam-MDL
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Ericaceae (heather family)

Arctostaphylos ulia-ursi (1.) Spreng. (kinnikinnick)
(61a) ilch, 7flt
(6lb) fllchalpalqw, Y 7i:lc-ilp-alqw, wild.cranberry-plant-tree~bush
Vaccinium caespitosum Mifix.· (dwarf blueberry)
(62) st'eq'ln, s-Yt'eq'l-n*, NOM-?-NOM
Va<:cinlum 1I1embramu:eum DougL ex Hook. (black huckleberry)
(63) stshastq, stsh'l, 5- Yt'd5-astq, NOM-swee1:-crop
HlCcinlu1l1 sp. (huckleberrv)
(64) paqpaq'lqhn, paq-Vpaq-a:;;n, AUG.RDP-white-arm'
Fabaceae (pea family)

Pisum satiuum L. (garden pea)
(65) ljpcrwee, lipaax:, from the Fr. Ie pois
Gentianaceae (gentian family)

Frasera sp!* (frasera)
(66) snch'/1I1'lsms*, s-nlc'-/-masmas" NOM-t,ut-coNN-masm3S. See also (!O3).
Grossulariaceae (gooseberry family)

Ribes aureum Pursh** (golden currant)
(67) sls'erus, 5- Y e'er-us*, NOM-hurt-face~eye
Rlbes cercum Dougl.* (squaw currant)
(68) Y'lrch'n*, Yyar-cn*, revolve-round-back
Rlbcs sp! (wild gooseberry)
(69) hnt'i/"mel'ps, n-t'i-yt'em-elps, in-INT.RDP-?-throat~mane
Hydrangeaceae (hydrangea family)

Phlladelphus !e'JJisii (Pursh) Rydb! (mock orange)
(70) w'lqhi'lp, Ywqi?-lp, ?-plant
Lamiaceae or Labiatae (mint family)

Mentha ar_sls 1., svn. Mentha canadensis 1.** (Canada mint or field mint)
(71) naq'1lf1£(telp, riaq'-Ynaq'-t-elp, AUG.RDP-rotten-INH-plant
Portulacaceae (purslane family)

Claytonia la"ceolata Pursh* (spring beauty)
(72) 1~'i'mkh'W*, Mq'mx"'*
Claytonia sp.
(73)

sq'W~tm*, s-Yq"'et-m, NOM-?-1vIDL

Lewisia rediviva Pursh (bitterroot)
(74) sp'it'em, s- Yp'W-m, NOM-?smooth,slick-MDL
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Ranunculaceae (buttercup family)

Rattunculus glalJerrimus Hook.' (sagebrush buttercup)
(75)

sc!lnffmnj s"iS\/'t1ir(CLUfj-mn, NOM-on-paint(INC)-usedJor

R"",meulus sp. (bu ttercup)
(76)

Slch'iihflYUs, 5-1- V C'i:hiiy-us,

!'Io\l-attached-'-face-'cye~fire3

Rosaceae (rose family)

Amehmchier a[/lifolia Nut!. (serviceberry or saskatoonberry)
(77) slaq, s- Vlaq, NOM-serviceberry

Crataegus columbiana Howell' (red hawthorn or red thomberry)
(78) kwela*, k"'ela*
Cralaegus IWug[asii Lind!. (black hawthorn)
(79a) sqhy'nech, s_'vi~"',,?neC", l'OM-?thorn
(79b) sqlw'qlu(nichelp. S-,,"3?- V ;<"a?l1fc-elp*, NOM-AUG.RDP-?thorn-plant

Fragaria virginiana Duchesne, f vesca L (wild strawbeny)
(80) sls'!!Iwm, 5-Vcaq'''-m, NOM-pink-MOl
.
Holodiscus discokJr (Pursh) Maxim! (oceanspray)
(8I) mtsmts{eIp, mc-\/mec-i?-clp, AUG.RDP_7_NoM-plant
Mah'S slflwslris Mill. var. tkimeslka (Borkh.) Mansf. (apple)
(82) s'flplstllql'l S ?l1plsalqw, s- V ?tipls-alq', NOM-apples-tree, from Eng,

Pnmus dO/1l1!Stica L. (plum)
(83) plfi'tlsalqlwj, Vplilms-al/f, plum-tree
Prunus emargin.1ta (Doug!.) Walpers (bitter cherry)
(84)

peMr."', pumn*

Prunus <'!rgin!an" L. var. demissa (Nutt.) Torr. (chokecherry)
(85)

Iqqltwhlqltw, VMI'''-ld~'', 7-AUG.RDP

Pnmus persiea (L) Batsch (peach)
(86a) Pfcltus, plcus, '\/pic-us peach-i""e (evidently a pun from folk etymology)
(86b) sp~ch"salqUi, s-pecas-alq"~ NOM-peaches-tree

Prunus sp.
(87)

l~hilfPa*, i'~iltpa*

Rosa acicular!s LindL, Rosa /lxlOdsii Lind!. and other Rosa spp. (wild rose)
(88a) sklmXl{/yapa'qn, sxwl1:yapa?-qll', NOM-rose-HEAD
(88b) sqw[ayapd, sq'''flyapal'
(8&) sqaypf1.,/n, sqaypaqn
(89) qa'lqhetp, V qal';r-elp, rose-plant

Rubus idae'/S L (wild raspberrv)
(90) hlll'alaats(, 11- VIlalatetl, in-?
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Rubus leucodermis DougL ex T. & G. (blackcap)
(91)

mtsuk"ilj mdCuk"

Rubus parvijlorus Nutt. (thimbleberry)
(92) plJ.lpotqn, Ypul-pul-qn, *invert.concave.objed-AUG.RDP-head
Rubus hybrid (boysenberry)
(93) sn/irvq\'us khwe e tilteJ'lmkhv.\ sl1g"arus x"e e til-teU'mx", descendant
PROX ART straight-AUG.RDP-on.the.ground

Rubus sp.
(94) tiltel'lmkbu; YtfI-lil-l'mxw , straight-AUG.RDP-on.the.ground
Spiraea betulifolia Pall.*' (flat-topped spiraea) .
(95) chkw'lkwi'lqw (Spokane), l!-k"I71-Ykw I?l-alq", on-AuG.RDP-redtree~bush

5alicaceae (willow family)

Populus balsamifera L. ssp. Irichocarpa (T. & G) Brayshaw, syn. l' tricJwcarpa T.
& G. ex Hook. (cottonwood)
(96) mulsh, muls

Populus Iremulaides* (quaking aspen or trembling aspen)
(97) dareldgldulp, dareldrllduJp, dar-eJ- V dlU-dul-p, containers.stand-coNN-rust1e-AUG.RDP-INC
(98)

dglduJp, Y dul-du/·p, rustle-AUG.RDP-INC

Salix sp., probably S. exigull Nutl. (willow)
(99) dg'leJp, Vdel'-eJp
Salix sp. (willow)
(100) q'Qlsalq!l', \/q'w6Is-alq", willow-tree'
Solanaceae (nightshade family)

Nicoliana attenuata Torr. ex Wats. (wild tobacco)
(101) smi'lkhlL\ smil'x"
Solanum tuberosum L. (potato)
(102) pllatqq, pll:tliq, possibly from Fr. patak
Valerianaceae (valerian family)

Valeritma edulis Nutl. ex T. & G.* (edible valerian)
(103) masms, \/mas-mas, ?·AUG.RDP
(104) mllS{jwi (Spokane), masdwi
Terms not identified scientifically, or not identified in English

(105) pichelgsa*, pitelUsa'
(106) sk'waqhk'waqhelku:a'*, s-?Vk'''eJ_k'wq-il-k"e 7, :--lOM-claw-AUG.RDP-inside·
water
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taqhblqhilp,. tef-V"tq-ilp, AUGRDP-?bitter'plant; 'black birch' (N2: 56,

254)
(l08)

at

t'eptpte!pf

V t'ep-t'ep-t-elp, ?animate.objects,stop-AUG.RDP-INH-plant
NarES ON APPENDIX 1

I Laurence Nkodemus asserts that the meaning of qoqo'l{f 'blacl<. pine' could he 'easily
burned', This suggests mat the linguistic root is
'light fire' and the analysis is q"'e·
Vq"'e'll-i'lt
However, tIlis
in
SnclUtsu'umshtsn may not hold true for cognate forms in other languages,

2

In Stl'atl'imx, a reduplicated form of the term refers to second growth or young Douglas~

fir.
~ Johnson (1975) has leq' 'searrh for', Nicodemus (1975a) has
and 'to s.earch'. The peeling sense seems more likely.

'bury' and laq' 'pare, peel'

,"VhUe the second l' of the community citation form tl'rkh'wp'ukh'U1IB here written With a
glottal, it should be noted that Reichard and Nkodt.."tnus wrote the word without glottalization and one of Palmer's consultants pronounced i.t without audible glottaLizatio:n, perhaps as an effect of Il"le reduction in stress on the second syllable.

, TI'lere ilte severa! likely candidates for linguistk root for this term,
The ~elp ending is unusuai, as -alp is more common in this context and Okanagan has
reanalysis at the end of this entry.
the f t but it has been rechecked witl\ Nicodemus, See

b

The identifkation is from Teit (1930:90), who has ($En)paq]JI1qa'~En "Vaccinium sp. (white
huckleberry)." There is a named va.r:iety of saskatoon (serViceberry) which is cognate to
this in both Stl'atI'imx and Nlaka'pamuxt and the main variety of saskatoon in Secwepm"
is named peqp~q'luy However, Teit may have been correct in his idl?t\tincai:ion of the plant
as a Y.1c-ciniurtl, as there is a Stl'atl'imx form P'I1.p'o'r 'high-bush blueberry'. Furthermore!
there is a fungu.s or virus that seems to attack huckleberries and render them white, small
and inedible, In the coast Salish areas, there is Vacdnium mXl1ift1lilirtl called "mouldy blueberry" in Nuxalkmc (Bella Coola), a blueberry v.ith a whitish waxy cQating or bloom on
7

the bt>uy.
~ In Nlaka'pamux {Thompson) Olle of the names for Gaillardia

aristata Pursh is nlk:viltl' ""~us
tn-s e
lit 'eyes of a salmon', SfIid to be borrowed from Nsilxtsin (Okanagan..colville)
(TuITler l"'t at. 1990:181). There are other variants of this.

Turner et at (1998:405) has Secwepemc
the color of the bark
It

n'·~,Jc",'H

"from

q'w~1-

'COI)Red, ripe', possibly from

